
 
 

Nursery Home Learning Weekly Plan: 11.5.20   

Hi, 
 
Hope you are all fit and well.  Please keep emailing the photos as I will add them to the website.  Have a good week! 
 
Sophea Pounder 

Maths  Literacy Other Activity Ideas 

Halves and Quarters - (link to sharing)  
Talk about halving always having 2 equal parts/share 
and halving having 4 equal parts/share 
 
Short video  and song link: 
www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z6bq6sg 
 
Explore halving and quartering through the following 
practical activities 

● Make a sandwich, cut it into halves and 
quarters 

● Halving fruit and vegetables - using knives to 
cut (fine motor development) 

● Making collections of objects - sharing into 
equal groups/between people2 - half and 4 - 
quarters  

● Explore halves and quarters using water 
(could add food colouring) using a variety of 
containers and bottles (language - full, half 
full, quarter full).  This would provide a good 
opportunity to make comparisons about 
capacity too!  

● Make towers with Lego/Duplo - half and 
quarter 

 

Draw ingredients used in making their pizza - adults 
can annotate. 
 
Phonics  

Phoneme ‘p’ -   p for pizza 

www.twinkl.co.uk/go/resource/t-l-53189-phase-two-phone

mes-set-one-p-video 

● Sing the Jolly Phonics ‘p’ song - sung to the tune of 
The Wheels on the Bus -  see below

 
 

● Go on a hunt to find objects beginning with ‘p’ 
● Think of other objects/things beginning with ‘p’ 
● Some children may want to practice forming the 

letter, starting at the top start at the right top 
(language to use - ‘ - down the pirate’s plait up to 
the top and around the pirates face) -  

● magic writing in the air 
 

Make a  Homemade Pizza - There are many simple recipes 
for making dough on the website using basic ingredients. 

● Draw a picture to show what they are going to put 
on their pizza 

● Make pizza and put on toppings 
● Cut pizza into halves and quarters - links with maths 
● Talk about and discuss how their pizza tasted and 

encourage use of adjectives to describe it  
 
Make a nature Pizza/cake/mud pie using natural objects - 
lots of opportunities to discuss and talk about what they 
are using and describing using adjectives - link to patterns 
in nature from last week and to maths this week - halves 
and quarters. (Great photo opportunity) 
 
Make your bed every day and tidy your toys away when you 
are finished playing with them. 
 
 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z6bq6sg


 There is image below with ‘p’ pictures and I have attached 

a ‘p’ booklet to the email which you can print out and use it 

or just use the information as ideas.  

 
 

 


